
 

False GPS signal surge makes life hard for
pilots

March 10 2024, by Tangi QUEMENER

  
 

  

In certain cases, the problem can lead to a modified trajectory or even change
destination.

False GPS signals that deceive on-board plane systems and complicate
the work of airline pilots are surging near conflict zones, industry
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employees and officials told AFP.

A ground collision alert sounds in the cockpit, for instance, even though
the plane is flying at high altitude—a phenomenon affecting several
regions and apparently of military origin.

This includes the vicinity of Ukraine following the Russian invasion two
years ago, the eastern Mediterranean and the air corridor running above
Iraq, according to pilots and officials interviewed by AFP.

Disruptions which were previously limited to jamming preventing access
to signals from geolocation satellites are now also taking a more
dangerous form making it difficult to counter spoofing.

This sees a plane receive false coordinates, times and altitudes.

By comparing this data to the geographical maps in its memory banks, its
systems can conclude there is imminent danger ahead, Thierry Oriol, a
Boeing 777 pilot and member of the SNPL, the main French pilots'
union, told AFP.

"There were some untimely alarms ordering people to pull back as far as
possible on the stick and apply full power to avoid an obstacle, while the
plane was in cruise... and in any case no mountain reaches so high,"
explained Oriol.

He also mentioned an incident "departing from Beirut where the plane
thought it was at the level of the Alps, at 10,000 feet" (three
kilometres/1.8 miles) above sea level.

Risk management

The problem, explained a manager at a European airline speaking on
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condition of anonymity, is that this adulterated information enters the
navigation system and can cause false alerts hours afterwards as the
flight nears its destination.

"At first, crews quickly see that it is a false alarm. But as it is an alarm
warning of immediate danger, we ask the crews to still carry out the
emergency maneuver, to make a return and an analysis.

"If the problem occurs a second time and the analysis has not revealed
any danger, then the only way is to turn off this alarm, knowing other
systems remain active to detect possible risk," the European airline
manager added.

The commonly used GPS actually only covers the global navigation
satellite system (GNSS) managed by the American army.

Two others exist—the European Galileo and Russia's GLONASS.
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Planes may receive false coordinates, times and altitudes.

On board airliners, GNSS are the main tools which pilots can rely on in
order to determine their position, but they are not the only ones.

Without needing to return to the sextants of bygone days, these devices
are equipped with inertial orientation devices capturing movement in
order to deduce an object's trajectory.

But their precision deteriorates throughout the flight.

'Sharp rise'

Since the start of the war in Ukraine, the European Union Aviation
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Safety Agency (EASA) has been warning that GNSS signal disruptions
have intensified, affecting relatively remote regions beyond the conflict
zone such as Finland and the Mediterranean.

In certain cases, this can lead to a modified trajectory or even a changed
destination as it was impossible to carry out a landing in secure
conditions, the EASA says.

The commission governing health and safety conditions for Air France
pilots last month posted a warning of what it termed a "grave and
imminent danger" of GPS spoofing, estimating the phenomenon was
affecting as many as 3.7 flights in 1,000, according to an informed
source.

In late January the EASA made it a priority to act against such
disruptions in unveiling a partnership with the International Air
Transport Association (IATA), the world's main airline association with
more than 300 carriers, to counter spoofing and jamming.

"GNSS systems offer tremendous advantages to aviation in increasing
the safety of operations in a busy shared airspace," said EASA acting
executive director Luc Tytgat.

"But we have seen a sharp rise in attacks on these systems, which poses a
safety risk."

Tytgat added that "in the medium term, we will need to adapt the
certification requirements of the navigation and landing systems.

For the longer term, we need to ensure we are involved in the design of
future satellite navigation systems."

For IATA director general Willie Walsh, "we need coordinated
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collection and sharing of GNSS safety data; universal procedural GNSS
incident guidance from aircraft manufacturers; a commitment from
States to retain traditional navigation systems as backup in cases where
GNSS are spoofed or jammed."

Those systems include beacons or transmitters on the ground emitting
radio signals that help planes to triangulate their position.

"Airlines will be critical partners. And whatever actions are taken, they
must be the focal point of the solution as they are the front line facing
the risk," said Walsh.
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